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ABSTRACT

In this paper we propose a novel method for auto-scaling data-centric workflow tasks. Scaling is achieved through a prediction mechanism where the input data load on each task within a workflow is used to compute the estimated task execution time. Through load prediction, the framework can take informed decisions on scaling multiple workflow tasks independently to improve overall throughput and reduce workflow bottlenecks. This method was implemented in the WS-VLAM workflow system and with an image analysis workflow we show that this technique achieves faster data processing rates and reduces overall workflow makespan.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Scientific Workflow Management Systems (SWMS) have emerged as ubiquitous tools for eScience applications. Such tools aid scientists to compose complex scientific experiments that can be scheduled and executed on distributed systems such as grids and cloud e-infrastructures. As eScience is increasingly becoming data-centric, SWMS tools are nowadays faced with challenges as how to deal with massive datasets such as data processing and data transport. This shift towards data in eScience has given rise to the fourth paradigm in scientific discoveries [8] where it is envisioned that data analyses will play a central role in future discoveries. Tools such as SWMSs can play a vital role in accelerating discoveries by providing means for coordination of data-centric workflows where computation can automatically scale to meet the data demands.

Auto-scaling deals with automatically replicating tasks within a workflow as a means to speedup data processing rates. Workflows are commonly described as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) where vertices represent computation tasks while edges represent dependencies between tasks. In SWMSs such as WS-VLAM [9], tasks also include a list of input and output data ports which, apart from the data dependency, also describe data channels between tasks. Tasks within a data-centric scientific workflow are often data dependent on each other where each task can, potentially, be a data intensive task. Managing multiple data-intensive tasks in SWMS poses a coordination challenge since the progress of the whole workflow is easily hampered by the slowest task. Data-centric tasks follow a pattern of consuming data chunks, processing the data and output results. This cycle is repetitive and the amount of data chunks that need to be processed directly influences the execution time of the task. A prediction engine for each task can infer the load on a task by monitoring the queued data chunks for a given task and computing the estimated execution time using heuristics from previous data processing times. Having a high load on a task, a coordinator can decide to replicate the task and partition the data chunks amongst them thus reducing the apparent load since data is consumed at a higher rate. Within scientific workflows, where each task is subjected to this prediction engine, each task can independently scale to accelerate its consumption rate and match its predecessor's data production rate thus maintaining a steady flow of data through the workflow.

A common pattern in scientific applications for achieving higher throughput by partitioning data amongst identical tasks is using a master/slave model [11]. In such a model, a master coordinator is responsible for disseminating data chunks to all slaves. This approach does not usually consider auto-scaling the amount of slaves and most often relies on over-provisioning resources by, greedily, initiating as many slaves as possible. Such an approach is not well suited for scientific workflows since each task can possibly hog all the available resources by initiating many slaves and hence starve the rest of the workflow which will impede its progression.

In this paper we describe a new method for independently auto-scaling data-centric workflow tasks using a prediction-based approach, its implementation is called Datafluo. Size of queued data awaiting to be processed is used as an indicator for the task load. The role of the SWMS is to reduce each task load by replicating tasks so as to maintain workflow progression and reduce overall makespan. We also shows how
2. RELATED WORK

Our work on auto-scaling is closely related to the master/slavе pattern of applications which are commonly used in scientific workflows. MapReduce [6, 3] is a popular model for distributed computing that follows the master/slave approach. In a typical master/slave execution pattern, a master program acts as the coordinator for a set of slaves by assigning work to them. In this case, MapReduce works in a push model whereby a master coordinates the whole execution of its slaves by disseminating work chunks to slave nodes. This entails that the master needs to keep track of the work chunk distribution. Optimizations of this model include better scheduling of data chunks to heterogeneous resources [15] where the size of the data chunks assigned to a node is proportional to the node performance. Combining the MapReduce model within a scientific workflow engine has been done in Kepler [16] which represents the mapping and reduction functions as separate tasks within a workflow. In [16], Hadoop is integrated with Kepler hence the work dissemination back-end still depends on a master coordinator to manage a set of slaves. In [5] a MapReduce high performance workflow system for GIS is proposed. This system estimates the number of resources needed to perform a particular distributed execution by simulation using user-defined estimated task execution.

For handling better task manageability during runtime, tasks are commonly submitted to grids using late binding mechanisms. In late binding, pilot jobs such as Condor Glideins [12] are submitted as place holders instead of the actual job or user-overlay systems like GANGA/DIANE [11] are applied. Once the place holder is executed on a node, the actual job is pulled into the node for execution. This late binding technique circumvents scheduling queueing waiting time. Pilot job mechanisms lack thorough task management such as abstracting the scientific logic from the underlying communication and data transport complexities.

3. MODEL OF TASK AUTO-SCALING

Auto-scaling targets workflows that are represented as DAGs with vertices representing tasks. Tasks, in turn, have a list of its input and output ports. Edges in the DAG represent communication channels and thus, the data dependency between tasks. We model a workflow $W$ as a set of interdependent dataflow tasks \{t$_1$, t$_2$, ..., t$_n$\} which are matched to the set of resources $R$. Tasks are represented as tuples < id, st, IP, OP, PT, DT, IC, OC >

where id is the task id, st is the allocated computing slot time for a given task, IP is the set of input ports, OP is the set of output ports, PT is the set of tasks that precede task t$_a$ where PT $\subset$ W, DT is the set of dependent tasks that follow task t$_a$ where DT $\subset$ W. IC is the set of input data channels between output ports of tasks in set PT to input ports for task $t_	ext{id}$. Similarly, OC is the set of output data channels between output ports of tasks in set PT to input ports of tasks in DT. Ports consume and produce a set of messages \{m$_1$, m$_2$, ..., m$_n$\}. Messages are consumed and produced sequentially. The dataflow model dictates that a task t$_k$ will only be matched to a resource in R when, for each input port IP$_{t_	ext{id}}$, the first message m$_1$ is delivered.

Auto-scaling is achieved by monitoring messages between tasks, the auto-scaling module can deduce which tasks are overloaded by predicting the completion time. Given a task $t_k$, replication can be applied by monitoring a designated port ip$_{t_k}$ $\in$ IP$_{t_k}$. The first step in auto-scaling is to keep track of the data processing rate of $t_k$ on a node $r_j$ $\in$ R. $M_{t_k}$ is the set of messages for the designated port ip$_{t_k}$. $C_{t_k} \subset M_{t_k}$ is the set of messages already consumed by ip$_{t_k}$ where the current message being processed is also part of this set. $Q_{t_k} \subset M_{t_k}$ is the set of messages yet to be consumed by ip$_{t_k}$. The function $time_{ip_{t_k}}$ (m$_j$) records the time a message has been delivered to input port ip$_{t_k}$. The prediction is calculated on every consumed message and is averaged out with the last calculated prediction to smooth out large spikes in the prediction graph. Task $t_k$ is said to be overloaded if for the designated port ip$_{t_k}$, $pred(ip_{t_k}) > t_{th}^k$ alternatively, $t_{th}^k$ could be substituted by a user-defined threshold. A simple calculation of the needed number of clones to reduce the completion time below $t_{th}^k$ is

$$rcpl(t_k) = \frac{pred(ip_{t_k})}{t_{th}^k}.$$ (3)

Equation 3 assumes that all messages have approximately the same size which may not always be the case thus another solution is to factor in the standard deviation from the mean message size such that

$$corr(Q_{t_k}) = 1 - \frac{\text{mean}(Q_{t_k}) - stdd(Q_{t_k})}{\text{mean}(Q_{t_k})}.$$ (4)
The final number of clone to be initiated can then be calculated as $\text{ceil}(\text{repl}(t_k) \times \text{corr}(Q_{ip}, t_k))$. The greater the message size standard deviation the less clones are initiated. Large standard deviation results in messages having drastic variation in their data sizes and can lead to over-provisioning resources through inaccurate clone number calculation.

Another source of variation in the number of clone calculation is the fact that the prediction is based on some resource with its own characteristics CPU power and memory capacity. Since resources in distributed systems are intrinsically heterogeneous, the time to process messages on one resources might not be the same as on other resources. This may lead to over-provisioning when clone number estimation is done on a relatively slow resource.

To cater for over-provisioning, clones are scheduled in bursts. When a burst of clones is scheduled, auto-scaling continues predicting the estimated completion time which would now include the data processing of all instances of the replicated task. If the task is still overloaded more bursts are scheduled until the load is reduced within the acceptable limit.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF AUTO-SCALING

4.1 Architecture of the Datafluo System

Figure 1 depicts a high-level overview of the Datafluo system architecture. The system is composed of a set of loosely coupled modules bound by a central messaging back-end. The Datafluo system implements a two-step scheduling strategy. The Datafluo enactment engine represents the top-level scheduler which models the workflow task data dependencies. The enactment engine deals with tasks at an abstract level and merely marks tasks as runnable when their dependencies are met. The bottom-level scheduler deals with scheduling tasks on a set of resources thus its main role is matchmaking. The central module in the whole system is the messaging back-end which binds all the modules together.

The Datafluo enactment engine is the entry point into the system. It accepts a WS-VLAM [10] DAG workflow generated by a workflow composer. At this stage the workflow is interpreted and a dataflow object representation is generated. When a task is made runnable (i.e. all input ports have data) it is passed to the bottom-level scheduler for matching to a resource. The architecture allows for different schedulers to be implemented. Default schedulers are round-robin which circularly matches tasks to resources and therefore achieves load balancing between resources, bucket scheduler which orders resources by the amount of slots available and fills up the resources consecutively starting from the largest resource thus achieving locality between tasks, cloud scheduler which takes into consideration a budget for running a workflow and elastically expands the resource pool $R$ by calling an interface to cloud resources [14] for on-demand cluster creation to accommodate more tasks.

4.2 Data Queuing

The message queues play a pivotal role in the whole architecture. Most importantly message queues allows inter-task communication over computing infrastructure domains which, most often, have restricted Internet access. Intermediate messages allow tasks to exploit fine concurrency between dependent tasks. As with message streams, the granularity of concurrency depends on the task logic and how often messages are produced and consumed. A one-to-one mapping exists between the set of task input/output ports ($IP, OP$) and message queues. The message queues provide a persistent means of communication between tasks which in turn decouples task execution in time and hence eliminates the need to co-allocate resources. Co-allocations is known to degrade the system due to increased task waiting times [7, 13]. As depicted in Figure 1, the message queuing also allows for modules such as the message router and the enactment engine to spoof on the messages being transmitted. Based on the message routing, the enactment engine can infer which tasks have data on their ports and thus can make tasks runnable.

When a resource is fully loaded, new clones cannot be scheduled until the load is reduced within the acceptable limit. To cater for over-provisioning, clones are scheduled in bursts. When a burst of clones is scheduled, auto-scaling continues predicting the estimated completion time which would now include the data processing of all instances of the replicated task. If the task is still overloaded more bursts are scheduled until the load is reduced within the acceptable limit.

Figure 2 depicts the queuing strategies that supports cloning tasks. Cloning is the procedure of replicating a task by the scaling subsystem. The parent task is responsible for managing its own clone farm which means that the Datafluo enactment engine has no knowledge of replication taking place. This preserves the original workflow semantics. Port 0 of the parent task is the designated port for which auto-scaling will
Figure 3: Harness setup for a task with 2 input ports and 1 output port

perform prediction and replication. All instances of the same task will share the designated port and thus the data is partitioned amongst all clones. Ports 2 and 3 are not partitioned amongst clones. This is due to the complexity and ambiguity of how to partition multiple ports amongst a set of clones. The system guarantees that for any non-designated input ports, all clones have the same input message set therefore in Figure 2 the input message sets $M_{ip,2}$ and $M_{ip,3}$ are identical to the parent and clones. This is achieved through shadow queues on the central message exchange. A shadow queue acts as a buffer for the set of messages consumed by the parent. Clone input ports are attached to the shadow queues instead of the standard queues. All clones share the same output ports with the parent. By default no ordering is done on the message output queues hence messages are delivered out of order. Ordering is an expensive routine and can be achieved through the message sequence numbers.

4.3 Task Harnessing

The unit of submission is a task harness. The main goals of the task harness are: it allows task late binding by dynamically plugging tasks and abstracts the underlying data management and communication from the core scientific logic. The task harness is responsible for retrieving messages from the queues, interpreting the protocol used in the reference, loading the necessary communication libraries, retrieving the actual data from reliable storages, and pushing the data up to the task. On data output, the harness locates the closest data store from a list of stores, puts the data on the server and queues a message indicating the reference to the stored data.

The task harness architecture is based on plug-in model whereby the task and communication are dynamically loadable modules. The core of the harness is the data management fabric which binds loadable communication libraries to the task input/output ports through a system of queues. As shown in figure 3, these internal queues decouple the scientific logic from the underlying communication mechanisms. On starting the harness, the configuration is loaded which allows task late binding since it is only at this point that a task is assigned to a harness. On loading a task $t_k$, the harness sets up internal data queues for each task port in $IP_k \cup OP_k$. Messages containing referenced data are handled by the harness by dynamically loading the appropriate protocol library, such as GridFTP, for retrieving the actual data. The communication library responds by pushing the data onto its internal queue (shown in the bottom part of Figure 3). The harness will then route the data from the communication queue to the relevant task input queue. Data output by the task happens in reverse order. When data is available on the tasks’ internal output queue, the harness picks up the data, it then locates the closest data server from a list of servers, loads the required communication libraries and pushes the data to communication queue. The communication module picks up the data and sends it to the data server. The harness will then construct a message with the endpoint reference of the newly created data and sends it to the central message queue which is then routed to other tasks in the workflow.

Since communication in distributed environments can be quite restrictive due to security policies, the Datafluo system relies on a pull model whereby tasks initiate all communication. A pull model is the best guarantee that tasks can establish communication. The task harnesses poll the server for new messages. Polling implements an exponential back-off when no new messages are retrieved. When no messages are retrieved the polling interval is increased up until a fixed threshold or until a new message is retrieved. This reduces the load on the messaging back-end by not overwhelming the server with too many unnecessary requests.

5. EVALUATION

Figure 4 shows an example application using Octave\(^1\)\(^2\) aimed at illustrating the task level scaling implemented in the Datafluo system. The workflow has two starting points one being the DirectoryReader which, as the name suggests, reads images from a directory. The second starting task is the Parameter task. This task acts as a parametric engine which supplies parameters to the Histogram task. The Normalize task normalises RGB images. The tasks Converter2 and Converter1 convert images into different colour spaces. Histogram calculates the euclidean distance between the two new colour space histograms. At the end of the workflow the results are collected by Results while intermediate images are collected by ImageCollector. The core tasks of the workflow i.e. Normalize, Converter2, Converter1, and Histogram are embarrassingly parallel in nature. These tasks have no casual dependency between messages on the same port and therefore are ideal for a driving test case to test our Datafluo scaling systems.

\(^1\)GNU Octave is a language intended for numerical computations which is very similar to Matlab.

Figure 4: An Octave image processing workflow. The workflow converts images into two different colour spaces and calculates the histogram difference between the two new colour spaces. The parameter setting for the Histogram is the histogram bin size.
As a resource pool back-end we had access to the Distributed ASCI SuperComputer 3 (DAS3) [1] which is a five wide area distributed system. Tasks where submitted across all clusters. Each site hosts a GridFTP server which where used to transmit data between tasks and therefore allow inter-cluster task communication. The timings illustrated in Fig. 5, Fig. 6 shows the execution time of each task in the workflow. The execution time incorporates the the scientific logic execution time as well as overheads associated with communication, startup and cleanup times. Since the DAS3 is a shared computing infrastructure, care was taken so that execution times where not influenced by other jobs running on DAS3. The experiment was executed 15 times. The execution profiles were deemed similar with minor deviations in the number of tasks replicated for Converter 1 and Converter 2. This is due to the dynamism of the resources and the scheduling algorithm. The results depict one of the executions which is an ideal representative of all other samples.

Converter2 and Converter1 are set to auto-scaling. In these cases the Dataflow system is responsible for gauging the load on the designated data partition input queue and decide on how many clones to submit using a user defined threshold. The Parameter task acts as the parameter engine by reading parameters from a file and sending messages containing parameters to the Histogram. The latter is not set to auto-scale but instead is scaled on a per parameter bases: each parameter from Parameter creates a new instance of Histogram. ImageCollector is set to a fixed replication where the user specifies the number of clones.

At time 0 DirectoryReader and Parameters are submitted as these have no dependencies. Other tasks are only submitted when some data is available for input. This is clearly shown by the difference in starting times for each task in Figure 6. The computation overlap between tasks shows the effect of message pipelining where tasks can start processing data immediately as it is produced and need not to wait for the dependant tasks to terminate before starting execution.

Figure 5 shows the workflow execution with scaling disabled. The results clearly show that Converter2 is relatively slow to process the data and hence causes a flow bottleneck.

This has a ripple effect on the dependant tasks (Histogram, ImageCollector and Results) which spend most of their time in an idling state waiting for new messages to be delivered to their input ports. Since scaling is completely disabled, the parameter sweep scenario does not take effect and hence Histogram is not replicated. This results in The Histogram task processing all parameters. The mean runtime for the non-scaled workflow is around 54 minutes.

Figure 6 shows the same example with the same inputs but this time enabling scaling features. The results immediately show how the previous bottleneck was circumvented through replication. The Converter2 was replicated as many times as needed hence increasing the data consumption and production. The Histogram is replicated 3 times which follows the parameter sweep scenario whilst we have four ImageCollectors as defined by the user. All in all the 8 task workflow unfolded into 44 separate tasks through scaling. In this example the effect of just auto-scaling achieved a 9 fold improvement over the non scaled workflow. The single task Converter2 achieves a much better improvement which is approximately 16 times faster. The execution profile for Converter2 tasks also shows the burst threshold in action since tasks are replicated in bursts which gives rise to the staircase profile. From Figure 6, Converter1 is also dynamically scaled up but since it is faster it has a lower replication count.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have shown how prediction-based auto-scaling can be applied to data-centric workflows as a way to accelerate data processing rates within scientific workflows. The ability of scaling tasks independently enables replication of tasks to match the data production rate. This minimizes workflow bottlenecks and reduces total makespan. Through task harnessing we showed how scientific logic can be separated from underlying communication and data transport intricacies. Although the system achieves auto-scaling, this is done
through the SWMS which can result in a bottleneck to the system. An better approach is to shift most of the logic into the task harness. This leads to autonomous workflow orchestration where tasks can self scale and organise with minimal coordinator intervention.

Auto-scaling is an attractive approach especially within the context of scientific workflows where single tasks can independently scale themselves. Applications that can immediately benefit from this model belong to the class of data-centric applications with easily partitionable data. The example use-case demonstrated how improvements in execution time of a typical scientific workflow could be achieved through the proposed auto-scaling model. The architecture is not only limited to image analyses but can be equally applicable to other scientific fields. Ongoing research is under way to evaluate this system using a sequence alignment workflow from bio-informatics.

The evaluation of the Datafluo system is aimed at demonstrating the auto-scaling method as a way to speedup workflow execution. A further Datafluo system evaluation can illustrate the overhead incurred by the various modules of the system such as the Datafluo enactment engine, messaging, and task harness.

The modular structure of the Datafluo system makes it suitable for integrating with other workflow systems. Different workflow languages can be parsed by plugging in new parsers while legacy applications can be wrapped within standard task harnesses.

As part of further research, the Datafluo system is being extended to incorporate web services where the task harness is an actual modified service container. The modified service container will implement the harnessing logic and allow services to auto-scale and deployed on distributed systems. The pull model allows services to be invoked within network access restricted clusters while enabling service back-to-back communication through messaging.
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